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• A 23-ms old pulsar in a 147-min orbit with a 2.8-s young pulsar

• Orbital velocity ~1‰ c, low eccentricity (e=0.088) and edge on orbit (i~90°)

• Only Double Pulsar known – a rich laboratory for gravity tests

The Double Pulsar — J0737-3039A/B (Burgay+2003, Lyne+2004)

Credit: M. Kramer

Relativistic effects measured:

• Orbital precession (advance of periastron)  

• Time dilation

• Shapiro delay (incl. next-to-leading order)

• Rotational deflection delay

• Spin precession

• Relativistic deformation of orbit

• Gravitational wave emission

+ theory-independent mass-ratio
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Testing GR: the Mass-Mass diagram
Kramer+2021

→ 7 Post-Keplerian parameters + mass-ratio

elliptical orbit
deformed orbit

Credit: M. Kramer
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Kramer+2021: 16-yr observations 

with 6 radio telescopes



Gravitational wave emission | Moment-of-Inertia
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Kramer+2021

• Most precise test of GR’s quadrupole 

formula (Kramer+2021)

Obs./Exp. = 0.99996±0.00006

validating at 1.3 × 10−4 (95% C.L.)

• Pulsar approach each other by 7mm/day

• Merger in 86 million years

• Need knowledge of Galactic gravitational 

potential and pulsar distance

• Need to take mass loss (due to rotational 

spin-down) into account:

ሶ𝑚 = ሶ𝐸rot/𝑐2

depend on pulsar A’s moment-of-inertia

Pulsar loses 8.5 × 109 kg/s = 3.2 × 10−21𝑚A/s

Kramer+2021

LIGO/Virgo 

Bayesian EoS modelling

NICER

• Precision of periastron advance is so high, ~40x 

smaller than higher-order corrections (2PN, LT)

ሶ𝜔 = ሶ𝜔1PN + ሶ𝜔2PN + ሶ𝜔LT,A

• ሶ𝜔 − 𝑠 − ሶ𝑃b test →  𝑚A, 𝑚B, 𝐼A

𝐼𝐴 < 3.0 × 1045 g cm2 (90% C.L.)

• Start to probe Moment-of-Inertia and Equation-of-State

• Precision will improve with MeerKAT and the SKA!
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Retardation delay: 

moving mass, 1.5 PN Shapiro

Next-to-leading order signal propagation effects

NLO = retardation + lensing + rotational deflection delay 

A

B

B
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Rotational deflection delay:

First precision measurement 

by pulsar

Obs./Exp:

“Shape”   Obs./Exp.  = 1.00009(18) 

“Range”   Obs./Exp.  = 1.0016(34)  

Shapiro 

delay

Credit: N. Wex

Kramer+2021
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MeerKAT observations

Credit: SKA

Hu et al. in prep.

➢ MeerKAT- precursor of SKA mid in South Africa

13.5m x 64 antennas ~ 108m

➢ 27 observations over ~ 3 years

L band      - 856-1712 MHz

UHF band - 544-1088 MHz

➢ MeerKAT improves timing precision by ~3 times 

compared to the 100-m Green Bank Telescope

→ Improving Shapiro parameters quickly
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• Shapiro delay: Strongest spacetime 

curvature probed in a precision 

experiments with photons.

• “Shape” - precision improves by ~2x

Mass measurements also improves

• “Range” - Obs./Exp. = 1.0023(29)  

validating GR at 5.8 × 10−3 (95% C.L.) 

• NLO measurement improves by 1.5x

Preliminary MeerKAT results

NLO signal propagation 0.945(84)

NLO signal deflection 0.90(16)

NLO signal retardation 0.88(18)

Hu et al. in prep.

Credit: N. Wex

o – probe the propagation of photons in curved spacetime 7

Obs./Exp:

(Shapiro)



Future test: Lensing

Can lensing be measured separately?

• Simulate ultra high precision TOAs

• Scaling factor for lensing in the timing model: 𝑞Len = 1

• Lensing leads to a ~800 ns advance in the residual

• Lensing can be mostly absorbed by Shapiro shape parameter 𝑠/𝑧𝑠

Measuring from timing:

• MeerKAT + SKA1 from 2018-2030, ∆𝑞Len = 1.7

• Full SKA (10x SKA1): 5𝜎 detection after ~4 years

Can we fix 𝑧𝑠 using other PK?

• ሶ𝜔 − 𝛾𝐸 test: 𝑧𝑠
measured − 𝑧𝑠

real < 0.05 → 7yr full SKA
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Future tests: Moment-of-Inertia and Equation-of-State

Results depends on our knowledge of the Galactic 

gravitational potential

➢ Gravity Collaboration (2019) - 25% by 2030 (68% C.L.)

➢ Negligible errors in the vicinity of the Sun - 11% by 2030

Hu+2020

Red bar —11% MoI measurement

Grey dashed lines — excluded by GW170817 (Abbott+2018)

Blue dashed lines  — excluded by GW170817 + nuclear theory (Capano+2020) 

→ LIGO/Virgo and NICER will most likely provide better constraints on the 

EoSs in the near future

Hu+2020
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Future tests with known Equation-of-State (Hu et al. 2020)

Negligible errors in Galactic gravitational potential, distance, and MoI in 2030:

- 7% test (68% C.L.) on Lense-Thirring precession

- 3σ measurements on next-to-leading order GW damping (3.5PN in the equation of motion)
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Test of Lense-Thirring precession
Test of 3.5PN GW damping



Summary

➢ The Double Pulsar – a wealth of relativistic effects (Kramer+2021)

- Most precise test of quadrupole GW: 1.3 × 10−4 (95% c.l.)

- First measurement of NLO light propagation effect

- Mass loss needs to be taken into account for the first time in pulsar timing

- Start to probe Moment-of-Inertia and Equation-of-State …

➢ MeerKAT timing (Hu et al. in prep.)

- already improves on Shapiro delay and NLO signal propagation effects

➢ Future observations with MeerKAT and SKA will allow measurements/tests on: 

(Hu+2020, Hu et al. in prep.)

- pulsar A’s MoI, complementary constraint on EoS

- Lensing-Thirring precession

- next-to-leading order GW damping

- possibly lensing effect 11


